
This innovative custom refinish system combines vibrant pure-tone candy colors made from premium raw materials with advanced 
high-solids urethane coating technology, in a simple, user-friendly design.  
 
Whether used for overall refinish or detailed accent work, the brilliant SPECTRA Series candy colors will make any vehicle stand out 
from the crowd. So, whether you’re painting a rad roadster or a classic low rider, a custom chopper or a modified import, it’s now 
easier than ever to get that awe-inspiring, jaw-dropping, head-turning, make-your-friends jealous custom paint job you’ve always 
dreamed about.  
 
Best of all, Kirker’s SPECTRA Series comes in at half the cost of other candy systems... because it shouldn’t cost a fortune to make a 
car look like a million bucks.  

SPECTRA SERIES 
Urethane Candy Topcoat 

VOC  2.8 

MIX    3:1 

COLORS 8 

▪ AMAZINGLY VIBRANT PURE TONE CANDY COLORS 
 

▪ LIGHTFAST PIGMENTS WON’T FADE OR “SUNBURN” 
 
▪ NO BLEEDING FROM ONE COAT TO THE NEXT 
 
▪ HIGH PIGMENT SATURATION FOR INTENSE COLOR 

 
▪ ACTIVATED URETHANE MEANS MAXIMUM DURABILITY 
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SPECTRA SERIES 
2.8 VOC Urethane Candy Topcoat 

UC10 Chianti Candy 

UC30 Atomic Orange Candy 

UC40 Gold Rush Candy 

UC50 Electric Lime Candy 

UC60 Emerald City Candy 

UC70 Aquamarine Candy 

UC80 Smooth Sapphire Candy 

UC90 Vivid Violet Candy 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

UCB01 Quicksilver Metallic Candy Base 

  

0175-HP 2.8 VOC Urethane Candy Activator (half pint) 

  

UCC500 CUSTOM H/S 4:1 Candy Clearcoat  

  

  

Color Selectors available upon request from your nearest Kirker distributor, 

or directly from Kirker Automotive Finishes.  

1-800-307-7951 

www.KirkerAutomotive.com 

info@kirkerautomotive.com 

             Made in the USA 

The SPECTRA Series is made with a unique pigment system that delivers the same crystal clear candy effect that other products fea-
ture, but since it’s not made from dyes, there no need to hide your work from the sun. Dyes tend to break down quickly once exposed 
to harmful UV rays, causing many candy jobs to fade and appear washed out after just one or two years. Those other candy systems 
can also be tough to work with, requiring intercoat clears to lock down each coat of candy to prevent the dyes from bleeding into the 
next.  
 
Kirker’s candy system is super durable and incredibly user-friendly. It is simple enough for novice painters, yet delivers beautiful show-
quality results required by the most sophisticated custom paint shops. 
  
SPECTRA Series chips on the Kirker Color Selector show each candy applied over a base of Quicksilver Metallic. This combination provides the 
brightest, most vibrant candy effect, however any combination of candy and base colors may be used to achieve an unlimited number of custom 
shades.  


